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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Matt Orfalea's "Children of the COVID" video (above) illustrates the lengths to which the globalist

cabal will go to terrify people. Most parents adore their kids, and instilling in them the fear that their

child's life is in grave danger is a sureDre way to get them to fall in line — even though that line is

actually winding its way toward something worse than death. As noted by investigative reporter

Matt Taibbi:

"… this was real press commentary stretching across years about a COVID-19 virus now

recognized to pose an extraordinarily small risk to children. Living in America in the last 6-7

years has been like being trapped in a fugue state, where reality is kaleidoscopic, memory

is elusive, and moments of clarity sometimes more jarring than reassuring.

To be reminded of what we were told day after day for years, after being trained to forget, is

like waking from an unpleasant dream, prompting thoughts like, 'Did that really happen?' In

Matt's video, we see how the pandemic was reported not as a collective problem to be

solved, but a horror movie to be passively experienced.

This is a media approach we see deployed in a variety of issues from fake news to 'sonic

weapons,' one that trains frightened audiences to endorse extreme solutions and outsource

thinking to authorities. This makes it all the more important that we remember episodes

like 'Children of the COVID' the next time we're told to Be afraid. Be very afraid."

The FDA's Latest Vaccine Strategy

When the bivalent COVID boosters against Omicron Drst came out, only those who had received the

initial series of shots were eligible to receive them. Uptake was disappointing, to say the least. The

initial U.S. estimate ended up being off by a whopping 95%, as less than 5% of those eligible had

taken it by October 2022.

As of late January 2023, more than 73% of the U.S. population (aged 5 and older) were eligible,

having received the primary series, but only 16.2% had received the updated bivalent booster.  In

the hopes of increasing uptake of the jab, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration has devised a new

strategy — an annual COVID shot that doesn't require having the initial series.

The FDA's Vaccine and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee (VRBPAC) met January 26,

2023, to discuss the plan.  Background materials  detailing the new strategy were published

January 23. As has become the norm, the proposal passed without signiDcant deliberation about

the risks.

Under the new approach, most people will simply be advised to get whatever the latest version of

the COVID shot is, once a year, just like the \u vaccine. And, as with the \u vaccine, the VRBPAC will

meet each June to determine which SARS-CoV-2 strains should be included in the shot given that

fall. While a single dose will be the norm for most, the very young, the very old and those with

compromised immune systems will be advised to get two doses.

Preconditioning You to Accept 'Emergency' Doses

That said, should a particularly dangerous strain emerge, the FDA will roll out an additional

emergency jab directed speciDcally at that strain. Such an emergency dose would then be given in

addition to the annual shot.

This, I would say, is a clever way of preconditioning the public into accepting that they'll go back on

their word, again and again. If the plan is to administer additional doses in cases of emergency, it's

safe to bet there will be emergencies.

After all, the COVID "emergency" hasn't even been formally lifted yet, even though no pandemic

ever, in the history of pandemics, has ever lasted three years.

We're so far outside the limits of emergency at this point, the fact that emergency powers have not

been rescinded is a sure sign they have no intention of ever lifting them — unless they're prepared

to roll out another "emergency" shortly thereafter, such as another pandemic.
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FDA Completely Divorced From Reality

As reported by Reuters,  "The FDA hopes annual immunization schedules may contribute to less

complicated vaccine deployment and fewer vaccine administration errors, leading to improved

vaccine coverage rates."

While a combination in\uenza-COVID mRNA jab has not yet been approved, it's in the pipeline,  so

it's only a matter of time before they "simplify" your life further by recommending a combo jab.

Commenting on the new COVID jab strategy, Dr. Deb Salas-Lopez, senior vice president for

community and population health at Northwell Health, told NewsDay she believes making it an

annual shot "may convince more people to get it,"  which is precisely the thinking of the FDA as

well.

"You would be making it part of a routine," Salas-Lopez said. "Starting in September people

know they have to get their Ru shots … I think will take out the headache of people trying to

follow the latest guidelines … Giving it alongside of other preventive immunizations makes

it less mysterious, if you will."

Similarly, former Nassau County health commissioner Dr. Lawrence Eisenstein, president of

Catholic Health, suggested "having a consistent approach may help people trust the process and

believe in the process."

Missing from these comments is, of course, the fact that, for most people, the decision not to get

the bivalent booster isn't due to confusion or not trusting the "process."

It's because they don't trust the jab. They don't trust PDzer and Moderna, and they don't trust our

health agencies anymore. At this point, it's hard to Dnd someone who doesn't know of someone

who was injured or killed by the jab, or repeatedly got COVID despite being fully jabbed.

That has a tendency to color people's willingness to gamble with their own lives. The fact that the

reformulated shots were authorized based on antibody titers in a few mice didn't instill conDdence

either.

'Future Framework' Ushers Untested Gene Therapies to Market

Last summer, we warned that an annually updated COVID jab was coming. We knew it was coming,

because the VRBPAC, in late June 2022, rewrote the rules on the sly when it approved a bivalent

COVID shot for fall 2022.  At that meeting, they were expected to vote on the policy question of

whether reformulated COVID-19 shots should be treated as new molecular entities.

But they didn't vote on that policy question. Instead, they voted on whether to approve a

reformulated booster. By voting yes on the question of a reformulated booster, they smuggled in a

brand-new policy — the policy that reformulated mRNA shots are biologically similar to existing

shots.

“ This is literally the worst idea in the history of
public health. If you change a single molecule of
mRNA in these shots it will change health outcomes
in ways that no one can anticipate. That necessarily
requires new clinical trials … ~ Toby Rogers,
Ph.D.”

This means that no additional clinical trials will be required when reformulated shots are

developed. As noted back in May 2022 by Toby Rogers, Ph.D.  — a political economist whose

research focus is on regulatory capture and Big Pharma corruption:

"This is literally the worst idea in the history of public health. If you change a single

molecule of mRNA in these shots it will change health outcomes in ways that no one can

anticipate. That necessarily requires new clinical trials …"

This policy of viewing reformulated mRNA shots as biologically similar to previous versions is part

of something called The Future Framework, which is meant to allow the FDA to treat the

experimental mRNA jabs as if they were equivalent to the conventional in\uenza vaccine, which is

updated each year without ever undergoing any additional testing.

Basically, they are now considering the mRNA jabs a "one and done," and the clinical trials that

brought us the original shot are all there will ever be. It would be one thing if the clinical trials had

conclusively demonstrated that the shots were safe, but they've done anything but.

Not only do we have evidence suggesting PAzer committed fraud in its trials, we now also have

evidence showing the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have ignored hundreds of safety

signals in its post-market safety monitoring data.

So, to say that all reformulated COVID shots going forward are safe because the original shots had

no serious side effects is a blatant lie. There are thousands of recorded side effects, some of which

have never been reported for any other vaccine.

Annual COVID Shot Won't Work, and They Know It

The idea of an annual COVID jab might sound reasonable, provided you don't know anything about

how viruses mutate, and how mutation rates affect their candidacy for a vaccine. Rapidly evolving

viruses are poor vaccine candidates for the simple reason that they mutate faster than vaccine

development can keep up with.

This is why we don't have a vaccine against the common cold. Well, SARS-CoV-2 mutates at a rate

that is two to 10 times faster than the in\uenza virus,  and if you've been able to keep track of the

mutations over the past year or two, kudos. New variants have become predominant every few

months.

When you vaccinate against a rapidly mutating virus you also run the risk of pressuring it into more

virulent and/or vaccine-resistant forms, which is precisely what's been happening with SARS-CoV-2.

Each new strain has become more infectious (but less lethal) and increasingly capable of evading

both natural immunity and antibodies formed from the jabs.

With SARS-CoV-2 mutating at such a rapid clip, and jab-induced immunity waning within a handful

of months, what good does the FDA think an annual shot will accomplish? It's an exercise in futility.

It will, however, make vaccine makers rich, and it seems that's all that matters.

World Health Organization Is Behind Idea to Toss Safety

Not surprisingly, the FDA did not invent the "Future Framework" idea by itself. According to Rogers,

the World Health Organization and other predictable names are the real masterminds:

"… this entire 'Future Framework' is actually coming from the WHO. The Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation is the biggest voluntary contributor to the WHO. So Gates is likely directing the

play. Gates requires that WHO use the McKinsey consulting \rm so this is probably a

McKinsey operation (and McKinsey also works for Pharma so this is a huge conRict of

interest).

As far back as January, the WHO/Gates/McKinsey junta realized that these shots were

terrible and so they decided to use that as an opportunity to seize even more power and

control.

The WHO set up a Technical Advisory Group on COVID-19 Vaccine Composition (TAG-CO-

VAC) to implement these Orwellian 'Future Frameworks' across the developed world to

lower manufacturing costs for Pharma and avoid bothersome health data that might hurt

pro\ts. All the messaging we have seen from the FDA and leaked to the press was initially

developed and released by TAG-CO-VAC."

We Must Reject All Future mRNA Shots

This COVID debacle — from its fraudulent PCR test beginnings, to these devastatingly dangerous

COVID shots and the intentional negligence by vaccine makers and health authorities — is the most

shocking example of a criminal enterprise I've ever seen. Nothing else even comes close.

And the proverbial cherry on top that proves none of it is accidental or caused by ignorance is this

sneaky and underhanded erasure of the requirement of clinical trials for all future COVID shots in

the name of expedience.

COVID-19 is not a death sentence — far from it. So, there's no need for expedience. And since

there's no need for expedience, there's also no need to accept collateral damage in the form of

COVID jab-related injuries and deaths.

So, why are they doing this? That's the million-dollar question, and the most obvious answers are all

disturbing in the extreme. At best, they don't care how many people, including children, suffer and

die. At worst, the intention is to dramatically reduce the population through adverse effects on

fertility, reduction of life span and near-term death.

To save ourselves, indeed, to save mankind, we must reject all mRNA shots, present and future. And

not just the COVID shots but also any others that are in the pipeline, because if they're willing to

skip the most basic of safety protocols once, you can be sure they'll do it again.

Skimping on safety assessment has been the secret norm for decades, and now they're attempting

to formalize that process using stealth and subversion. It's nothing short of a reprehensible

premediated effort to sabotage the public health.

Sadly, the past three years made it abundantly clear that the government agencies have proven they

are not going to put a stop to the madness.

No, they're going to take this experiment as far as it'll go, and that means until people everywhere

say, "No more," and leave all their stockpiles to rot. Remember the moral of Orfalea's "Children of the

COVID" video. Legacy media have been captured by the globalist cabal, and they lie to make you

afraid of things that aren't real and/or pose no real threat.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The crimes will continue. Pharmaceutical company Moderna plans to continue developing mRNA technology with the goal of

dominating the global market for mRNA-based products such as vaccines. “The release of mRNA technology is very concerning,” said

Tracy Beanz of The HighWire news. "They had never tried this in humans before March 2020, and now they are pushing this lipid

nanoparticle into the arms of every citizen on the planet." She cautioned that Moderna plans to launch mRNA-based vaccines for other

common health conditions such as MERS, SARS, Marburg virus disease, and Zika fever. thehighwire.com/.../mrna-is-not-going-away

 (01/25/2023) newspunch.com/cdc-director-confesses-agency-spread-misinformation-on-c..  Deceit and lies are the basis of the

“vaccines” propaganda.

Thus, Dr. Rochelle Walensky, director of the Centers for the CDC, admitted that her agency spread misinformation about the safety of

the Wuhan coronavirus vaccines. The FDA, totally discredited, continues with a covid booster program that will continue to debilitate

and paralyze the population, year after year. The silver lining is that the majority of the population becomes anti-vaccination as the

covid booster program is rejected. As Dr. Mercola reports only 16 percent of those eligible have received the last authorized boosters

in August.

As vaccines cause more health problems in the population, these new medical problems can always be attributed to a new variant of
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The FDA's New Vaccine Strategy
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola $ Fact Checked

When the bivalent COVID boosters against Omicron Drst came out, only those who had received the initial series of shots were eligible to receive

them, but uptake was disappointing. Less than 5% of those eligible had taken a bivalent booster by October 2022, and by late January 2023, that had

only risen to 16.2%

%

In the hopes of increasing uptake of the jab, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration is now recommending everyone get an annual COVID shot, even if

you didn’t receive the initial series

%

Under the new approach, most people will be advised to get whatever the latest version of the COVID shot is, once a year, just like the \u vaccine.

And, as with the \u vaccine, the FDA’s advisory committee will meet each June to determine which SARS-CoV-2 strains should be included in the shot

given that fall

%

Should a particularly dangerous strain emerge, the FDA will roll out an additional emergency jab directed speciDcally at that strain. Such an

emergency dose would then be given in addition to the annual shot

%

As with the annual \u vaccine, the FDA is not requiring reformulated mRNA shots to undergo additional testing. Reformulations are deemed “safe

and effective” based on the original shots. The problem is that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has hid and is ignoring hundreds of

safety signals found in its post-market data
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As vaccines cause more health problems in the population, these new medical problems can always be attributed to a new variant of

covid or a new strain of \u, spread by the “anti-vaccinators” and the “pandemic of the unvaccinated”. As immune systems are

poisoned and exhausted by harmful vaccine science, as medical fraud and false advertising become the new normal, the population

will be forced into a desperate situation, which they must come to reject. with courage and faith.

www.breitbart.com/health/2023/01/24/u-s-health-oncials-renew-call-fo..  (01/24/2023)
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However, "vaccines" continue to be supported, death is still supported. The mandates against will continue to Dght for health

and freedom. It is evident that many people are seeing the falsehood of the CDC and the FDA and will avoid the reinforcements

of the "vaccines" John Leake, a true crime author, and Dr. Peter McCullough have written a new book, "The Courage to Face

COVID-19: Preventing Hospitalization and Death While Battling the Bio-Pharmaceutical Complex," which reveals the crimes

perpetrated by the medical industry. complex against patients, doctors and the general public.

What we have seen during these COVID-19 years is a reversion to a pre-scientiDc era of immutable orthodoxy, much like the

Counter-Reformation in Europe during the Inquisition in the late 16th and early 17th centuries. There was no due process then

and there is no due process now. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/courage-face-covid-john-leake-dr-p..  (2022) .----

Cochrane Review shows COVID face masks are worthless: Wearing masks in the community probably makes little or no

difference to the outcome of in\uenza-like illness (ILI)/COVID-19 like illness compared to not wearing masks; masks for

laboratory-conDrmed in\uenza/SARS-CoV-2 compared to no masks similar result; N95/P2 respirators same result for clinical

respiratory illness & lab-conDrmed palexander.substack.com/p/cochrane-review-shows-covid-face?utm_source=..

 (02/03/2023) URGENT: MOLNUPIRAVIR (LAGEVRIO) MADE BY MERCK IS DRIVING MUTATIONS OF COVID VIRUS AND

MUTATIONS ARE LIKELY INFECTIOUS AND CAN BE LETHAL!

SEE PRE-PRINT BY SANDERSON ET AL.; FAILED DRUG LIKE PAXLOVID Molnupiravir functions by causing mutations in COVID

genome & thus preventing replication & it's actually driving transmissible mutations; we face variants due to leaky injections

plus Molnupiravir??
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Gui, a long story made short, if we didn't get our way the way we wanted, we will do it anyway one way or another.
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Your childrenhelathdefense link for the courage to face covid book by John Leake, review correctly identiDes a big part of the

story is less about Covid and more about Crime. More to the point, many Crimes. (Good read, by the way,) Also, today's article

brings attention to the drive to push a newer narrative based on the old reliable lap dog - convenance to encourage compliance

especially those lost in germ=phobia fears. To combine their Jab potions with Flu is no comfort for those who realize when was

the last time a yearly \u shot came close to the said \u bug making the rounds?

One talking head in a recent PBS show about the Jab/s and the growing Vaxxx Hesitancy was making excuses for the Jabs

saying no vaccine is perfect, and Flu shots are usually only 43% effective. (Whoops, Freudian slip?) And even if the stat was

even accurate where would the vaccine induced herd immunity be in their vac program if the potion is only 43% effective in

faction of those who got the vaxxx out of the total population as whole?
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It has become a game of whack-a-mole for big pharma to keep the information from leaking out, and the dam is bursting, since

there are now so many sources in wide circulation. See for example "Turtles All The Way Down: Vaccine Science and Myth"

www.amazon.com/.../9655981045  with +350 5-Star ratings or www.dissolvingillusions.com  by

odysee.com/@RomanBystrianyk:1  or Dr. Paul Thomas TV show

live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/with-the-wind-with-dr-pau..  and his ground breaking vaccine study, showing the

damages www.researchgate.net/publication/346088816_Relative_Incidence_of_Onc..  -- "Analysis 5 Results. Cumulative Once

Visits" is especially shocking.
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Good morning, Gui. Question: At what other time in the history of the world, have we been told that some "novel" cold virus

would attack and kill everyone on the planet (sick and healthy alike), unless we agreed to be guinea pigs and submit to a gene

editing shot that is basically untested, experimental and is still being promoted aggressively, even though there is a mountain of

evidence that people are sick and dying from the shot? Wear a mask over your face, blocking proper oxygen intake, stay two

metres apart from each other (any further/closer, and the virus will get you), sheets of plastic/plexiglass that Mr. Deadly Virus

apparently has no idea of how to get around.

Masks on, masks off, take the mask off to eat and drink; be sure to put it back on your face immediately after eating and

drinking - to "protect" you, scrub your hands with hand sanitizer every chance you get...and then, there were the lockdowns. I

have never in my life, at any time, seen the degree of evil, criminality and outright insanity, as I've seen these past three years!

Event 201 PROVES that "covid" was planned long in advance, right down to the smallest detail! What a shame, I can't get people

to even watch that video.
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Since only 16% of those ELIGIBLE got the bivalent shot, that means an even higher percentage of the entire population hasn't

had it. My sister-in-law had a bad reaction (not as bad as many) to her second shot and vowed to not get anymore. Especially

since she got Covid anyway.
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They WILL burn in HELL for this abomination. Like the devil and all demons - they want to destroy Gods work. And they think

themselves GOD'S - (see how that worked out in the past for other madmen)  STAY STRONG!! Stay unsullied - As Jesus said

when this eternal PEST tried to tempt him - Get Behind me Satan!
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Gui, thanks for that "variants" brought to us by Merck. Every single scientistic- as compared to sarcastic - method used to

'FIGHT THE VIRUS" has backDred, meanwhile Bill Gates is calling for his next plandemic in the not too distant future...oh what

joy it is to see his smiling/smirking face?
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Thanks, Just, Ragus, Randy, DebbyW, RedRavenSounds and Rose for interesting re\ections intertwined views. CDC oncials are

aware of reports of lasting problems after vaccination against COVID-19, an oncial recently revealed, but they continue with the

reinforcements !!!. “Regarding reports of people experiencing debilitating illnesses, we are aware of these reports of people

experiencing lasting health problems after COVID vaccination,” said Dr. Tom Shimabukuro, director of the US Immunization

Safety Once. CDC, Jan. 26. www.theepochtimes.com/health/cdc-aware-of-reports-of-debilitating-illn..  (02/01/2023) CDC

PASSES THE POINT WHERE MALFEASANCE CAN BE MISTAKEN FOR INCOMPETENCE occam's razor cuts both ways The CDC

did not include serious adverse events such as heart in\ammation in post-vaccination surveys, even though the agency knew

the problems could be related to COVID-19 vaccines, the documents show.

Even before the surveys were rolled out in December 2020 after the Drst vaccines were licensed, the CDC knew that myocarditis,

a form of in\ammation of the heart since conDrmed to be caused by injections from PDzer and Moderna, and other serious

adverse events were of 'special interest'. ” in regards to vaccinations, according to a recently released version of the protocol for

the survey system. boriquagato.substack.com/p/cdc-passes-the-point-where-malfeasance?utm_..  (2023)
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MODERNA HID DATA TO MAKE THEIR BOOSTERS APPEAR MORE EFFECTIVE. One extremely confusing aspect of the

government's and "experts'" obsession with the new booster shots has been their inability to change strategy, despite the data.

His endless promotion of boosters is a tacit acknowledgment that the encacy of the original two-dose “full shot” series has

diminished so signiDcantly as to be irrelevant in 2022.

ianmsc.substack.com/p/moderna-hid-data-to-make-their-boosters?utm_sour..  (01/18/2023) This is part of the Biological

Weapons Hoax: Meeting of non-expert "experts": SECRET GOVERNMENT MEETING ON COVID-19 NATURAL IMMUNITY (NTD):

OPINIONS NOT AIRED ARE OPINIONS NEVER CONSIDERED What happens when you substitute politics for science,

evidence-based medicine, and reality-based public health policy?

This. popularrationalism.substack.com/p/secret-government-meeting-on-covid?u..  (02/03/2023) PFERTILITY MEGATHREAD:

STUDY FUNDED BY THE NIH FINDS THAT 40.2% OF VACCINATED WOMEN EXPERIENCED MENSTRUAL CHANGES That means

that over 40 million women in the United States have had their menstrual cycles affected by the C19 jab.

vigilantfox.substack.com/p/pfertility-megathread-study-funded?utm_sour..  (03/03/2023)
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Some brave denounce the biological weapons fraud:: WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM THE PFIZER WHISTLEBLOWERS?. Even with

all that we've been through, much of what goes on behind the scenes is hard to believe. Due to the high risks that

whistleblowers must bear, whistleblowers are quite rare, especially those within the pharmaceutical industry. Before last week, I

only knew of two high-ranking employees (John Virapen and Peter Rost), who due to peculiar circumstances, had chosen to

reveal the inner workings of their industry. Whistleblower Brook Jackson recently painted a very troubling picture of what

happened within the PDzer vaccine clinical trials and, more importantly, followed the proper procedures for being a

whistleblower.

Because this is an important story that needs to be told recently I did my best to document the fraud that occurred during those

clinical trials; the fraud was perpetrated to support the lie that vaccines were “safe and effective” when the opposite was true:

amidwesterndoctor.substack.com/p/what-can-we-learn-from-the-pDzer?utm..  (02/2023)
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The power of the oligarchs reveals a great corruption: Calin Georgescu, former Executive Director, UN Sustainable Index

Institute, Geneva/Vaduz, opens a door for the world to see how the beast system manipulates and controls the mind of man. UN

Agenda 2030 sustainable development is a hoax along with covid-19 pandemic, climate change, the great reset, masking, etc.

Hoaxes end when more people engage the truth and inform others so in vast numbers consent is withdrawn. The UN 2030

Agenda sustainable development is a hoax along with the covid-19 pandemic, climate change, the great reset, masking, etc.

Hoaxes end when more people get involved with the truth and inform others, so consent is withdrawn in large numbers

.www.ourgreaterdestiny.ca/p/former-high-ranking-un-oncial-comes?utm_s..  (02/03/2022) Positive actions to save children:

CALIFORNIA TO DITCH PLANS TO MANDATE COVID VACCINES FOR SCHOOLCHILDREN California will end plans to mandate

COVID-19 vaccines for schoolchildren when the state ends its COVID-19 state of emergency on Feb. 28, California Department

of Public Health oncials told EdSource. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/california-end-school-covid-vaccin..

 (02/02/2023)
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SOME LOST JOBS, OTHER’S LOST CHILDREN Throughout the covid-crimes-against-humanity of the past three years, we have

all suffered. Good and innocent people have lost jobs, health, loved ones, and even children. Justice must be served. Human

rights and the rule of law must be restored. The fraud, coercion, and assault with genetic injections has been unprecedented; as

is their sequel in disease and death. Unfortunately, many people did not receive placebos or improperly stored vials. Those who

were injected with fully functional bioweapons, are people most in need of our help now.

Good people have been been deceived, coerced, injected, damaged, and denied. The lost and injured are many. Justice for the

Vaccinated is an organization leading the way. Truth and freedom leaders including myself whom you see in the poster below,

are volunteering with Justice For The Vaccinated to put on great events this weekend at the Sheraton Center in Toronto this

weekend. drtrozzi.org/.../some-lost-jobs-others-lost-children  (02/03/2023)
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This was sent to me this morning. Explains a lot of political/economic manipulations. Chicken Egg Yolk Antibodies (IgYs) block

the binding of multiple SARS-CoV-2 spike protein variants to human ACE2 - PubMed pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33191178  There

are many studies listed below the featured that support basic health toward viral infection.
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I must be in a small minority, however, I cannot comprehend sticking a needle in your body for any reason. What could be more

abnormal and unnatural? Did God design us all with a needle deDciency? This is considered intelligent progress, to administer foreign

substances into the body by breaking the skin? Our Creator gave us everything we could ever need to naturally survive and \ourish.

Every time man try's to one up God, he fails.
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It is becoming more and more evident for those who look that a jab of any kind and especially for children less than 3 years old

does not contribute to any good health outcomes. For my grandkids I will advocate no jabs of any kind ever. Jabs bypass our

natural immune system.
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If you follow Elon Musk's or Klaus Schwab's ideologies, we are not from this planet and we weren't created by any God. We are

an ongoing experiment that aliens made and placed here. Hence, the UFO's and the Area 51 coverup. I'm not suggesting that,

but that's what they believe in. They view themselves as God.
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Brianallen- your comments are so true - thats a shocking bizarre video. Desperate to keep pushing the kill shots.
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Brianallen et al, whenever I am in the doctors' once and hear babies screaming their heads off after being jabbed, I wonder why

it is not considered child abuse. Particularly considering that the jabs are loaded with toxins, and it is known that foreign matter

attaching to cells, causes autoimmune attack. Further, a baby's detox system is less developed than an adults. Along comes

bigpHARMa injecting thimerisol, a form of mercury, where mercury is known to be one of the most toxic substances on the

planet. Polyethylene glycol, a jet fuel ingredient and irritant, don't get me started....Injected directly into the blood.

Tiny dosages notwithstanding, there was a study done at UC Berkeley, in which amphibians exposed to tiny subclinical amounts

of mixed chemicals were seen to have far worse birth defect rates than those subjected to a single chemical at a higher dose.

The mix of chemicals in our body, and the results thereof, surely are any chemist's best guess. Ignorance is NOT an excuse for

causing harm. Side effects, deaths swept under the rug, taunted, gaslighted, but everybody just trust the CONgress and

bigpHARMa!
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JamNJim, very well said! A friend commented that if people see the spiritual, the divine essence, in all things, they would not be

capable of violence. They are in\icting violence on the people now, said my friend, because of their lack of ability to see the soul

or the spirit in everybody. They are the ones who are losing, and they are the ones who really need help, beyond what any human

being can offer. Only God can save them. We have to pray for the instilling of the light into the souls of those who are truly

soul-dead.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't forget, Brian; these scum are Luciferians. They are opposed to God and they hate all things natural. That's why everything

they do is as unnatural as it gets!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2023 7:37:23 AM
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Rovatec. I've always thought that IF a vaccine were to be the most effective at preventing the illness, it had to be

administered in the same manner that a person would catch it in the wild, so that the immune system reacts the same way.

Although, from all I've read about vaccines, I hope they will eventually be outlawed.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen! Beautifully stated! I'm in your minority I guess!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2023 9:40:26 AM
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes! Even if it was a vaccine that supposedly helped, there's no way anyone should get shot. No shots of any kind ever!
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola, correct! So much child abuse and torture. Even with circumcision. And do you know what they do with babies'

foreskins? Women use it nearly every day - beauty products! That's the Drst baby body part used for proDt for these demons.

The umbilical cord isn't just tossed away either. All in plain sight.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"every time man tries to one up God he fails miserably." But it never stops the fools haha..This reminds me of the time a group of

the world's best Scientists went to God and said , hey old man, see here we took soil and made this beautiful baby.. Perhaps it's

high time you step aside and let us Scientists control things huh.The Lord said that's really cool, but next time MAKE YOUR OWN

DAMN SOIL... I laughed so hard I almost soiled myself, matter of fact I think I touched cloth ..lol a good weekend to all...
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The skin is the largest organ we have. It's job is to protect us. Why would anyone bypass that process? It's truly shocking what

we accept as natural. Now the obese 10 year old can get half his stomach removed so he can still have cheetos. Makes sense

to me.
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Go_Within
Joined On 6/15/2021 1:33:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a satanic, negative alien agenda against the world population, with the USA Government (and other governments) being a

major, evil participant... Yes, REAL and very evil aliens! We have clones and shape-shifters, etc. within all world governments. These

negative beings realize that many are beginning to 'awaken' (not woke) and they need to take control of the planet by reducing the

world population before they lose total control of the planet and their power over it! Do not give up... do not comply! We are God,

Sovereign, and FREE beings!
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not one Clot shot since 1968. 74 and super healthy!! Gracias Dios
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allunoisrong
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:22:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to J Bart Classen, Classen immonotherapies, Inc., in COVID19 and Illegal US Bioweapons Activity, an Insider's

Revelations, the Mossad controls NIH and FDA and CDC for these nefarious purposes. He spent a few years at NIH, witnessed

this Drst hand, and has followed it since for 30 years. They controlled Faucci and Birx. He also believes they control WHO. He

says the vaccine has in all appearances the ability to cause deadly non-curable prion disease, (hence the various waiting

periods before "side effects", including death.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Once cheap preventives and therapeutics have been denounced or censored, brain-trained people and MDs see the only hope in pricey

and poor-performing vaxxxes & drug treatments. It's easy to shakedown a well-bribed congress to pay for mass treatments and the

public for health insurance extortion. When the government aligns with centralized standardized industrial monopolies, that is called

fascism; an unquestionable myth-based religion enforced by a militarized inquisition.

forbiddenhealing.substack.com/p/they-blinded-us-with-the-scienceits
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srg03462
Joined On 8/5/2021 1:52:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The 4 minute video at the beginning makes my blood boil! I do not watch mainstream news so I did not realize how bad the messaging

was! The schools and local Health Dept and incessant radio commercials were bad enough! (and continue....as well as jab clinics)! As

a mom and teacher I am still furious at how the children were treated, and I can assure you that not ONE child in my state has died of

Covid, but there are hundreds with adverse reactions from the jab. When they started going after the children you knew Pure Evil had

taken over. All of the Covid measures affected these kids TO THIS DAY. I am so proud of the Dercely strong parents who stood strong

and I hope more and more join us! There are more than people realize.
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Darwina
Joined On 12/29/2022 2:54:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our local doctors clinic was actually holding covid jabbing parties for little kids with balloons etc.  A journalist was praising it

saying what a painless experience it was for her child and how thankful she was.  Disgusting.  This is Victoria, Australia for you.
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Levbennoah
Joined On 9/9/2021 7:15:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“repeatedly got COVID despite being fully jabbed.” If the jab gave immunity it.wouldn’t take multiple jabs, and the fact you can be

jabbed and still get it suggest that the jab brakes down your immune system and makes you susceptible to ALL VIRUSES! Annual jabs

do not offer protection for one of two reasons, (1) either it was never meant to protect, or has another purpose other than stated. I do

not trust world power which states that the world population must be reduced by a factor of 6, and then says the jab is is to make you

live longer.
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We must reject all future healthcare. Nothing can be trusted.
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mexican Healthcare can be trusted! The Mexican doctors want to cure their patients. They do Not want a customer. Your

welcome.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"medical care". Nobody sells health care. It's a marketing term, as in "sell the sizzle, not the steak."
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Sanbruno69", living in the U.S. desert sw, I have seen and spoken to many people that have gone south of the border to Mexico

for various medical and dental visits, that had good results with fair, out-of-pocket charges. And Mexico's denial of toxic

Monsanto "agriculture" speaks well for them also.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sanbruno69 what about the ones on the border that primarily treat Americans?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup, may be time to consider emigrating to parts south...
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't worry too much folks, there's always a plan for everything. Don't believe me, consider this..In the beginning was the Plan. And

then came the Assumptions. And the Assumptions were without form. And darkness was upon the face of the Workers. And they

spoke among themselves, saying, "It is a crock of shieet, and it stinketh." And the workers went unto their Supervisors and said, "It is a

pail of dung, and none may abide the odor thereof." And the Supervisors went unto their Managers, saying, "It is a container of

excrement, and it is very strong, such that none may abide by it." And the Managers went unto their Directors, saying, "It is a vessel of

fertilizer, and none may abide its strength." And the Directors spoke amongst themselves, saying one to another, "It contains that which

aids plant growth, and it is very strong." And the Directors then went onto the Vice Presidents, saying unto them, "It promotes growth

and is very powerful." And the Vice Presidents went unto the President, saying unto him, "This new plan will actively promote the

growth and vigour of the company; with powerful effects." And the President looked upon the Plan, and saw that it was good.

And the Plan became Policy. This is How shieet Happens. And of course we all know by now who's ALWAYS in charge, right :) Bless up

!
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The antichrist spirit is alive & gaining strength. Intoxicating poison, that of the vine of Sodom, delusion, abandonment of truth &

reason, ending in destruction, death & Hell. Those who are of it are getting a taste of what service to their 'loving' new-speak

harlot-sorcerer head & cronies means, & it isn't pretty. The initiations demand more & more, going lower & lower, more degrading,

deDling, corrupting with every devolution relinquishing the honor & dignity of being created in the image of God, redeemed and

adopted, ananced to the Son, the Faithful & True, the Good Shepherd, who requires the same, providing what poor sinners, the

redeemed, cannot pay of themselves.

The deceiving & being deceived join themselves to the serpent, that dragon, that vine of Sodom...and will share in its end of their own

willfully deceived choice. Rejecting that better inheritance of the Son & the Bridegroom for a creature consort even worse than

themselves, excusing, tempting, seducing.

Lift your eyes to God of the Godhead, the preserved word of God, & the bigger picture, meditate on the word of the one unafraid of

comparison with all the lies, not demanding a fake tolerance, nor needing it or any occulting cloak, all light to those receiving

it....repent of sin & folly, spiritual fornication w/ lies....& Dll yourself with eternal truth, the good seed that bears fruit to sense & life, &

with hope: not that corrupt & barren of life (let alone liberty) non-sense, destruction & death.

That false, corrupt & crafted thing...idolatry... has two arms & legs...wings...and when he who letteth is removed w/ all light, & they

'unite' as 'one', deceiving & drawing in the people? Sudden destruction in rapid, inescapable waves as the pangs of childbirth, delivering

its fruit of destruction & judgment. Do not be deceived. Come out of her, for the children of the desolate are more than she who has an

husband...and there are worse things than the Drst death to which all \esh is subject.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

House Passes Bill to Block HHS From Enforcing Vaccine Mandate at Some Health Facilities

thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3838199-house-passes-bill-to-block-hhs-f..  * * * * U.S. Economy Loses $12 Trillion to COVID

Lockdowns, Mandatory Business Closures Cited as Top Reason

www.theepochtimes.com/american-gdp-loses-12-trillion-to-covid-lockdown..  * * * * Witness Forced to Walk Back Accusations That

Led Maine Medical Board to Suspend Dr. Meryl Nass’ License

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/meryl-nass-license-suspension-main..  * * * * Vaccine Makers Kept $1.4 Billion in Prepayments

for Canceled COVID Shots for the World’s Poor childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-nw-americans-deserve-truth-o..  * * * *

SECRETS OF THE UNITED NATIONS - What everyone should know!

The United Nations are currently rolling out Agenda 2030, with the notorious "sustainability goals". An insider explains the hidden

agenda. He is a former executive director who worked at the UN for two decades, tells a hidden story. He explains that the UN is

controlled by criminals who use it to enrich themselves, and enslave humanity.

rumble.com/v27ggd7-secrets-of-the-united-nations-what-everyone-should-..  To see the video with Spanish subtitles

stopworldcontrol.com/.../dellaonu  (scroll down the page)
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Pete, On February 1, Brian Rose had a long Dr Malone interview about censorship and many more topics, like Twitter is a

weapon and Arab Spring, and a lot of other things, here's a link:

londonreal.tv/dr-robert-malone-lies-my-government-told-me-and-the-bett..  - not sure you can Dnd a translation or not...here's

the text: "Just a little less than three years ago, our world was turned upside down as reports started creeping into the

mainstream media about a mysterious virus that was circulating in China. Little attention was paid initially until news broke that

it had spread across the globe. The rest as they say is history, but, what we can say is, things have never really been the same

since." - - - - And this brief clip of Ryan with adrenal details is important: Latest Dndings spike protein Dll the entire adrenal gland
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since." - - - - And this brief clip of Ryan with adrenal details is important: Latest Dndings spike protein Dll the entire adrenal gland

- give new insights into heart problems. - www.bitchute.com/.../cgjZVfwVV9ew  - - just about nails this new shot platform.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete.Smith thanks for your research and all the heartening links! I think all of it, and the fact that a district court judge blocked

the unconstitutional California gag order of doctors bill, are all signs that public pressure works! People are posting to blogs, to

Newsweek opinion pieces, etc that the vax is doing harm and the numbers of people doing that, in mainstream circles, are

overwhelming. The public is waking up, and now the powers that be must bow accordingly. We must keep on educating people

and eventually, we will win. Then it becomes the hundredth monkey. Hooray for the light of hope! You have shone just that light.

Thank you!
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Despite his sincere appearance I'll consider Malone controlled opposition until he recants his lawsuit against the Breggins. The

PTB have become so brazen in their delusion of invincibility that they consider him useful as a political sink for the disgruntled

instead of an inspirational rallying truthteller.
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Randyfast
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Good links, Pete. I already have the "secrets of the UN" in my library. It would be a good one for people to watch. I now have well

over 1,500 videos related to covid, Big Pharma, billy boy, et al, 5G, etc. in my library, which I add to, daily...then there's the

hundreds of PDF's.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Epicure, don’t think Dr Malone really intended to retire so early; unfortunately the Breggin statements have pounded nails into

his and his wife’s future options for consulting work would not be so quick to dismiss and it’s a fabulous review of govt

censoring through social media, still continuing...(my phone's spellcheck is still horrid.) And Besides, Dr. Malone admitted with

everyone else, that he had assumed testing had been done on standard childhood shots, he was angry after he learned no

thorough clinical trials were ever done...
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epi-cure
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rose,    thank you. I don't mean to keep you on with this Malone-Breggin thing. I perceive the damage is a two-way street.

Malone is the one who Dled the lawsuit and he needs to let that go. It's stupid that people of such medical pedigree should be at

odds. Both sides have legitimate perspectives that are not exclusive from the other. As for the Brian Rose interview, wearing his

complementary T-shirt today from a donation made to last years Brian For Mayor campaign is as close as I'll come. We both

know enough about the malfeasance already.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

epi-cure, its not about malfeasance it includes THE WAY OUT! Geeze, Dr Malone's got to slog through all this stuff including the

Project Veritas videos being scrubbed within an hour; plus tinkering with the Wayback machine, before he speaks about ways

out of this entangled web of govt-private partnerships with Bill Gates already calling for the next plandemic..stuff is spilling up

to the top and into view faster than ever..no assumptions, just the facts, yes? Otherwise the truth INVERSION continues

unabated.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete, thanks for all the work you are doing and the links you are posting. Much appreciated. With limited space and time for

passing motorist to read our placards we have to keep our message short and to the point. Such as: Don't Comply, Fear Not,

Read The Constitution, Free Constitutions Here, Live Not By Lies, No Mandates, Just Say No, and many others. If any one

reading this wants to suggest short to the point comments for our small group bearing placards it will be appreciated.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just a quick reaction, because I'm short on time. Thank you all for your kind reactions. Otis I have send a mail to you about

slogans.
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

otis, I am promoting a slogan that needs to go viral. When it comes to health, freedom of speech is not merely amusing.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION IS LIFE AND DEATH.
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Thanks Pete will check the email. Thanks Esther. Could you expand on your slogan in a way that those not awake can fathom its

importance.
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Randyfast
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Add as Friend  Send Message

"the very young, the very old and those with compromised immune systems will be advised to get two doses."...sounds like a perfect

Eugenics plan to me! Fraud, Lies, Deception and Illusion! Were people born stupid; or did they take a course? None of this evil

surprises me in the least. I saw it all coming. Covid shots yearly? Wait for this one...measles, monkey pox, chicken pox, sheep pox,

H1N1, H5N1, H2(whatever), cancer; and on and on. They will inject the masses against every known (and imagined) disease on the

planet - all for your "Safety and Protection"! They will most probably expand the "Child Immunization Schedule" to cover everyone, from

9 days to 90 years! Greed knows no bounds! You're not in Kansas anymore, Dorothy! Here's the third video in the Jordon Trishton

Walker trilogy: rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/third-dr-j-t-walkerpDzer-project#play
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So.... where and when (and said by whom) has this been said before?  "Fir Ihre Sicherheit und Ihren Schutz"  These rats waited

until most that were alive when that was said, are now deceased - so they are at it again - a lot of people were born stupid and

did not have to take the course. (IQ = negative 200)
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Thanks, Red. History repeats...nothing new under the sun.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy is that your peaceful balloon.. I heard it is taunting the US and Canada.I just don't get it why people make so much from

just a mere balloon from our friends in China..I mean what could a harmless balloon do eh.... I saw your gal Assland is in TO

hobnobbing....
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seg; I hate hobnobblers! Especially when they're WEF Young Global Scumsuckers. Ever wonder what the kiddies are learning in

school? First it was kindergarten drag queen story time...now this! The School Board did the right thing. They will all probably

get Dned and Dred for not being "inclusive" enough. ---  

theprovince.com/news/canada/after-school-board-cancels-visit-from-drag..
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy they want to control everything from the cradle to the grave..Flip everything upside down and to put the icing on the cake

they organise a really good freak show all for the schools..This currently sells big time...And not to worry the "real" women

wouldn't say anything, they'll just join us...Lord help..Now i see Swallwell wants to date the balloon, Brandon wants to grope it,

can't make this shieet up... Now this tune just pooped into my head..I was and have always been intrigued with this song

https://youtu.be/2-UQ0-8ktAM
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Seg; wasn't that their Drst hit? My memory is getting fuzzy! Are the Chinese doing their own version of this classic? I hear that

they are \oating all around the U.S...unimpeded.
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM
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Found this reference and would like comment from my fellow Mercolians: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33191178  Could this be a reason

why the price of eggs has skyrocketed?
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Consider this, with scientiDc articles: jessicar.substack.com/.../so-thats-why-eggs-are-so-deviled  ~ And see this paper on

debunking choline harm: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33872583  Also, Jessica posted in the comments section re: cooking eggs

and temperature of degradation: "The temperature corresponding to the maximum of denaturation endotherm (Tmax) of IgY

was 73.9 degrees C." Hatta H, Tsuda K, Akachi S, Kim M, Yamamoto T. Productivity and some properties of egg yolk antibody

(IgY) against human rotavirus compared with rabbit IgG.

~ Biosci Biotechnol Biochem. 1993 Mar;57(3):450-4. doi: 10.1271/bbb.57.450. PMID: 7764050. "The temperature

corresponding to the maximum of denaturation endotherm (Tmax) of IgY was 73.9 degrees C." Hatta H, Tsuda K, Akachi S, Kim

M, Yamamoto T. Productivity and some properties of egg yolk antibody (IgY) against human rotavirus compared with rabbit IgG.

Biosci Biotechnol Biochem. 1993 Mar;57(3):450-4. doi: 10.1271/bbb.57.450. PMID: 7764050. ~ Also Consider for yourself; read

comments; back up with facts : www.bitchute.com/.../2W0V3VnObyDW
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting! If this is the case, most people who have had a FLU vaccine would have the Egg Yolk Antibodies (IgY) antibodies.

People who get the \u jabs, feel under the weather afterwards, and still get the \u (me) have these antibodies and might explain

why I have not tested positive for Covid-19. GOOD FIND! Thanks for the link! I want my wife to see this. She's an Immunologist

PhD.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Well; if it threatens their proDt margin...
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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Dianna - I have a friend with hens. Her hens are very happy staying busy laying the most delightful eggs. See if you can or if you

have a friend or neighbor with happy hens. The LESS you buy from the evil demons the better. That goes for anything - and

check the labels - especially with the big names - they are very sneaky with their franken food.  AND NEVER believe anything

that comes from (dot) gov.  (Hint - they lie like Joey Brandon)
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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NO no and no, millions of chickens were culled, supposedly carrying an avian virus. Probably FDA is using yet another \awed

rt-PCR test to determine this. Here's one out of numerous reference articles: "Avian \u has led to the killing of 140m farmed

birds since last October" - - www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/09/avian-\u-has-led-to-the-k..
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mercrules
Joined On 2/21/2021 10:58:07 AM
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They are combining them with the \u shot and not telling people. Father in law received a \u shot this year and was the sickest I have

ever seen him. He also developed pneumonia. The rest of the house got sick even though we didn’t take it. He went to the doctor for

the pneumonia and they admit they “gave him the wrong shot”. He took \u shot every year for 20+ years and now refuses to take it

ever again.
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JoshandSarahsMom
Joined On 6/19/2006 9:02:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m convinced this happened to a friend of mine. He had an annual \u shot, and had chest pain for a week. He refused to go

back to the doctor, so I don’t know what it was. But I’m guessing myocarditis.
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purenaturecures
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What you allow is what will continue.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just one take on it all, and lies are not mistakes. The Science Community Betrayed - www.youtube.com/watch   Some ef bombs.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

.......but we also have scientists and people who Dght for freedom and health: WORLD DOCTORS ALLIANCE An independent

non-proDt alliance of doctors, nurses, healthcare professionals and staff around the world who have united in the wake of the

Covid-19 response chapter to share experiences with a view to ending all lockdowns and related damaging measures and to

re-establish universal health determinance of psychological and physical wellbeing for all humanity. OPEN LETTER TO ALL THE

CITIZENS OF THE WORLD AND ALL THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE WORLD. “We have safe and very effective treatments and

preventative treatments for covid, we therefore call for an immediate end to all lockdown measures, social distancing, mask

wearing, testing of healthy individuals, track and trace, immunity passports, the vaccination program and so on.” “There has

been a catalogue of unscientiDc, non-sensical policies enacted which infringe our inalienable rights, such as - freedom of

movement, freedom of speech and freedom of assembly.

These draconian totalitarian measures must never be repeated worlddoctorsalliance.com

 ,.....medicosporlaverdad.net/carta-abierta-de-la-alianza-mundial-de-medicos/  .------COMMUNIQUS DE MEDICOS PARA LA

TRUTH (SPAIN) medicosporlaverdad.net/.../COMUNICADOS  RELEASES FROM "DOCTORS FOR TRUTH"

medicosporlaverdad.net/.../comunicados
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By historical records, any vaccine that is as ineffective and dangerous as the covid19 jabs are would have been pulled. So what is the

objective? If you call it genocide you are labeled a conspiracy theorists. So what is the objective? We all know money is their #1

objective and Bill Gates and Fauci both are on record for saying they are in favor oft population reduction. They just killed 2 birds with

1 stone with the mRNA jabs!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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According to the latest from Mike Yeadon (on Vera Sherav's 5-part Never Again series, CHD), every conspiracy theory has been

proven correct. - - My note: Just wait 6 months.
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Companies that sell drugs that don't cure need you to be sick.
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Yes so they can keep selling you drugs
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versatile   Hello and did you receive my emails or are you having more email reception problems?
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now it is sudden death, soon, very soon, it will be longer, painful, suffering death. The cancers that result from the covid vaxxes are

incubating and brewing now. All the preclinical research regarding how fenbendazole eradicates cancer is consistent with its effects in

practice. Learn how to protect yourself and loved ones from cancer with fenbendazole, a safe, inexpensive, off patent, otc drug. So far

it saved two people (make that THREE) close to me. Read the detailed Case Reports fenbendazole.substack.com  its all free. Breast,

colon, prostate, glioma, lung, it doesn’t seem to matter, fenbendazole seems to eradicate them all. Case Reports in the queue are

melanoma, ovarian, breast, myeloma, bladder are the next Dve.
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We need to end this Reagan era law, big pharma no-liability reign of terror, as described in this 2016 article by Barbara Loe Fisher

www.nvic.org/newsletter/nov-2016/end-pharma-liability-shield-endangeri..
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Joined On 1/16/2013 7:44:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely! End this law! I remember sitting in my car, listening to the car radio, and hearing that this law had been signed in. I

was sick to my stomach and I didn't know then what I know now! My gut response was that this law was very, very wrong.
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Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM
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The 1986 law eliminating liability on vaccines set up a situation that would FORCE more and more vaccines into existence (they

rose from 12 then to 72 in 2019) and would FORCE the vaxxes to get more and more dangerous until one Dnally came along

deadly enuf to wake the population up. It's not even a matter of morality--the Dnancial mechanics could not be overcome by

anybody until a suncient number died, and that had to be somewhere over a million. We still have not had enuf deaths to stop

all vaxxes--but we are clearly getting close, and the covid jabs have not Dnished killing the gullibillies yet. The mRNA jabs are a

new technology, but the emotions of the public are clearly considering them "vaccines," and that means that when the majority

of the public grow skeptical of mRNA jabs, they will start wondering about more classic vaccines.

THEN the public will Dnd out that no vax has EVER been properly tested in a real control (saline) trial, that all the infamous

diseases were dropping BEFORE the vaxes came out, and then at least 3 vaxed/unvaxxed studies that Dnally came out in the

last 5 years. First Holland studied over 1000 each fully vaxxed versus unvaxxed schoolkids and found: 1) Vaccines work: there

were fewer cases of measles, mumps, chicken pox, and so on in vaxxed kids; 2) there were 3-5 times more autism in the jabbed;

and 3) there were more OTHER respiratory diseases in the vaxxed, so the bottom line was unjabbed kids were healthier.

Next year, the American Homeschool association compared 2000 each vaxxed/unvaxxed kids with similar results. In 2020, an

Oregon pediatrician studied his records and found similar results--with a third group of partially vaxxed kids who were also

intermediate in outcomes. That pediatrician lost his license, but he will get it back when enuf have died from the clot shots to

vindicate him.
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They blackmailed the Congress to pass this act and Reagan very reluctantly signed it. He went on to pay the price with his mind

being lost to aluminum poisoning. We also need to stop with the endless pharma pushing the poison on TV. We are one of only

2 countries that allow this advertising direct to the sheeple.
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There is a special room in hell for those who push the vax on children and I will hold the door open for them.
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Good one. Don't forget to remind them to not let the door hit their asses as they step IN ;)
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I don't trust the FDA or CDC or any other of the health authorities especially these days. The Institute of Infectious Diseases under

Anthony Fauci invested in gain of function research with the Wuhan lab in China developed the COVID-19 virus and the health

authorities created vaccines that were more deadly that the virus itself. Our government and health authorities are promoting

genocide so don't trust them.
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The attempt to control every aspect of our lives is total. Superimposed in the corner of the video above is a banner instructing viewers

to get their information on Covid 19 from the Department of Health. That would be the local department of health in my country I

presume, which is in lockstep with the globalists, just a bit more incompetent. Anything they suggest I would be strongly inclined to

consider the opposite. Actually, in this case incompetence has probably saved many lives.
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Right! Despite the ever-growing admissions of 'guilt' from the offenders own mouths. Even worse the Covid Banner Infections

are spreading into many other topics. Too many connecting the dots and they can't rewrite deDnitions or pump out lies fast

enough. Supersaturation of lies has left too many for the Predator$ liking to see the light of what they are doing is focusing

awareness to the darkness of what they are doing. It's gone too far and they are over their skies and can't stop the out-of-control

downhill slide.
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DHHS! What a joke! 99% of those working there didn't really qualify for the job. They checked off all the right boxes. Have you

ever been inside a DHHS once? It makes Disney Land look like a church.
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As you read the bible - all of their lies are exposed and their fetid stench contained.
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I am personally divorcing all vaccines!
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Bev if you need a "good" lawyer I'm your huckleberry:)
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For an eye opening history lesson about the holocaust, the similar methods used to foment fear and panic with the coronavirus, Gates

and eugenics, interviews with Dr. Vladimir Zelenko, WEF and Schwab, the last part of the 5 part documentary is now available at

live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/events/never-again-is-now-globa.. .
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RichardNoakes
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Millions saved from viruses and bacteria - are you one of those? 30 years never had a virus or bacteria infection = never ill: Mix one

heaped teaspoon of salt in a mug of clean warm water - cup a hand and in stages, sniff or snort the mugful up your nose spitting out

anything which comes down into your mouth. If burning sensation, you have a virus and the salt solution is disinfecting it, so wait 2-3

minutes until burning sensation goes away, then blow out your nose on toilet paper and \ush away, washing your hands afterwards. Do

my free salt water cure morning, noon, night or more often if you want, until it feels like you are \ushing with water only - job done.

3 minutes idea to job done - simple. No virus, no Covid or Long Covid in your head possible. You cannot catch Covid, you have to catch

a Coronavirus Drst and let it become Covid in the nasal passages of your head, later transported down into your body in the one liter of

snot, or mucus, we each produce daily - the engine oil of the body. Vaccines - what for - I never have any. My method is like using a Dre

hose to put out a Dre.

It takes 3 minutes to prepare and do with salt and clean water and over the 30 years I and others have been doing it, it has NOT killed

or injured ONE PERSON, unlike those synthetic mRNA vaccines, ALSO veriDed by Alberta Medical University - Canada. Do it - you will

be amazed at how quickly it destroys colds and \u in the nasal passages of your head. No infection, no Covid possible. Spread the

word to everyone please. Neti pots are like using a garden sprinkler to put out a house Dre. your life, your choice!! AND free!!
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If you grasp what's going on, then, you'd know that the title should read "The FDA's (Feudal Dystopian Agenda) new genocidal lethal

injection strategy".
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Do these psychopathic murderers really think that anyone with an IQ above room temperature, having withstood and survived their

vicious terrorist attacks via their criminal collaborators in the media and the so-called medical profession for the past three years

would meekly say, "yes, I'll have some of your latest poison jabs."?
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Someone posted a comment here a few weeks ago that the jab isn’t a vaccine, it’s an IQ test - got a good laugh : ))
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Well doc, you have found my Achilles heel. Today's video is gratuitous and the decision to post this faux piece of sensationalist

Hollywood caliber horror lacks good judgement. Text alone would have been prudent. With such graphic visuals of kid's deliberately

harmed it's my head that does a 360 and I become possessed with rage.  

www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/house-republicans-pass-bill-ending-healt..
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Just the photo leading into the clip was enough for me to opt out of viewing.
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otis101  that's because you have more sense than me. Poster idea: Draw two circles with an = sign in between. The left circle

has TV written within and a diagonal running from upper right to bottom left. The right side circle has the phrase Fear above the

word Porn with also the said diagonal line. The net effect is no more TV equals no more Fear Porn. But maybe the language is

too risque for passerby 7-year-olds. Or in todays convoluted logic world adults somehow associating the phrase with the

messenger.
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epi-cure, will have to give your idea of TV = Fear Porn some thought. With the unsuper bowel coming up it may not go over as

easily as a ballon from China.
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Whether willfully ignorant, or utterly clueless, fearful, foolish people rush out to get the newest jabs!  One morbidly obese lady even

bragged about how minor her & hubby's symptoms were, after their 3rd go round with the covid, attributing it to the 4th booster. We've

warned anyone with eyes to see and ears to hear for the last 2+ years, but now we just keep our mouths shut. Nothing seems to get

through to them, even as they watch friends and relatives get sick and die, some "suddenly," and others horribly. We can count on one

hand, the number of "pureblood" friends we have left. Because we've always understood the pathology of viruses, we have never taken

the \u shots either.
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"Whether willfully ignorant, or utterly clueless, fearful, foolish people rush out to get the newest jabs!" Reminds me of when I

grew up back in the 50s, TV ads for various kids' toys would say in so many words, "Hey kids, be the Drst on your block to get

this..."
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You can't Dx stupid. Kick the dust off your shoes and go on down the road to try to help someone who will listen.
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This is going to get ugly. The public health and political health people have eroded their credibility with millions of people who will not

trust them even if they should. The next attempt at wholesale lockdowns and the like will not go down quietly. We've already had a

peek at the next "pandemic" from the tabletop exercise of a virus that begins in Brazil and targets children instead of the old, sick, and

fat. That dovetails with the beginning of this piece - people's behavior can change radically when it is their kids being affected rather

than themselves, and these evil people know it. The agencies are broken and, worse, it's likely that nothing of substance will be done

about it.

The Swamp takes care of its own, irrespective of party. They went after Trump because he's not one of them. He called them out and

talked about draining the place, which sounds much easier than it actually is. The rot is so deeply ingrained that it will take generations

to clean out and the empire is already on the clock, which may be what's necessary. Often times, the only remedy to idiocy and fantasy

is the cold slap of reality. When it hits, luxury beliefs like pronouns, climate fear, and EVs have no utility and become the Drst things cut

out. But there is still some way to go before reaching that point. In the meantime, buckle up, folks; they're not stopping.
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RFlocal
Joined On 9/29/2009 7:25:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pass out the Cigarettes and Blindfolds for the n sync crappy dressed Rockefeller media circus act gangclan whilst hang Fauci hang

Gates highest tree sharpest shooters-
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jewel62
Joined On 5/17/2011 2:36:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yay! After not being able to access this article this morning because a pop up window told me I was BLOCKED by Mercola ( sure...)

which has NEVER happened to me in over 10 years as a subscriber.. I changed my password to my yahoo e-mail account, and the

article was all of a sudden UNBLOCKED....Strange stuff going on...
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The hypersonic sickness that is the vomit comet of fear 24/7/365, is paid for slime, oozing from your TV set, garbled 6 times a day by

brainwashed high paid puppets. Hah! Even the weather man keeps his job after they totally mess up todays weather forecasts.   "That's

right folks...don't touch that dial!"
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CUT  THE  CORD!!! CUT  THE  CORD!!! CUT  THE  CORD!!!
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Frank Zappa (R.I.P) warned!  "I'm the slime (Coming out of your TV set)"  And George (Carlin) (Rest in Peace) warned.... And oh

yeah - Don Henley (Eagles) Warned ("Dirty Laundry")  How many warnings do people need!!!
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Red, Carlin has one called Life is worth loosing.. Check er out on YouTube won't post here cause it's "rated." :)
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only way to end this medical tyranny is to tear it out by its viral roots: https://viroliegy.com  Anything less and we will all have a Vax

passport on or in us by 2030. CBDC is code for vax passport.
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, Gates is at the Helm as a shot caller for proDt being the biggest WHO donor and envolved in countless Pandemic

operations. We have seen alot of misinformation and death from these shots. A "Cease and Desist Order" is mandatory in Federal

Court to stop the senseless loss of life around the Globe.
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tbran10
Joined On 10/3/2013 11:44:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Criminal!
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zaguryka
Joined On 9/18/2019 4:48:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How about EVERY real doctor that actually CARES about the health of our population get a SPEEDY partition going to the White House

to put an END to this nonsense and GET THE POISONS OUT OF OUR FOOD,WATER,AND AIR.Also shitcan the FDA,CDC,AMA,AHA,ADA,

AND THE CORRUPT GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE HEALTH OF OUR POPULATION THAT

IS DUE TO THE POISONS IN OUR FOOD SUPPLY!!! EVERY MEMBER OF OUR CORRUPT GOVERNMENT SHOULD DO THE RIGHT THING

AND END THE'RE WORTHLESS LIVES SO THEY CANNOT DESTROY ANY MORE OF OURS. THEY ARE SO INTENT ON DE-POPULATION

WHY DON'T THEY START WITH BILL GATES AND THEMSELVES???
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fri61322
Joined On 1/3/2018 1:40:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a terrible video! Repetition, repetition, repetition and the zombie kids theme is absurd. I usually Dnd the videos posted on the

Mercola site quite interesting and informative but this is junk. This does nothing to boost the truth about criminal vaccine use, on the

contrary it probably gives more credibility to the pro corona vaccine camp because of it’s unintelligent approach to the argument. You

need to do much better than this Mercola team.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We the people MUST Dght to have the FDA and CDC, both agencies staffed and controlled by former Big Pharma employees, defunded

and abolished in their current conDgurations. To call them purveyors of "mass murder" on a global scale is more than appropriate. All

of our worst fears about the entire Covid-19 hoax have come to fruition. Covid-19 is far more worse than what anyone originally might

have thought. Covid-19 was the Beta Test by the population control extremists as an acceptance of Bill Gates' 2000 and earlier

speeches proposing the decrease of the global population by 33% through the use of a mass vaccination program. They have shown

us for the past two years just what they can do and have done. This madness by Big Pharma, U.S. Government, the MSM and the entire

medical community must be end.
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lma31439
Joined On 4/21/2021 5:09:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the days are evil, pray that your plight is not during the Winter....
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CinnamonGirlz
Joined On 2/21/2015 11:17:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When will those criminals be called to account for propaganda that has killed and injured children (who had virtually no risk of dying

from Covid?) They seek amnesty?? They KILLED children promoting the bioweapon! Do Hotez and Ontt think they are 'off' the hook??
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After WWII ended there were World Court charges Dled against any and all Nazi military members for "crimes against humanity"

for what took place earlie in the concentration camps and ovens that became known as the Holocaust. The men that

perpetrated the horrors of those places were hunted down and arrested by all nations of the globe where they could be found.

Adolf Eichmann, the man that Hitler put in charge of purging the "Jewish problem" from all of Europe, was captured and tried

and appropriately put to death for killing 6 million Jews and 5 million people of other faiths that were considered undesirables.

Fast forward to 2019. We have just witnessed an act against humanity that needs to be Dnished in the same way as the Nazi

problem was ended. Only this time the crimes were committed by alleged scientists, medical doctors, government agencies, Big

Pharma corporations, the mass media networks and many wealthy millionaires and billionaires investing in the current version

of mass murder weapons; untested and experimental vaccines, so abominable they cannot be called vaccines but genetic

manipulators. Just like the perpetrators of the Holocaust, the scientists, doctors, Big Pharma oncials, mass media

propagandists, government agency staffs and sadly the medical establishment workers, MUST BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE FOR

WHAT THEY HAVE BLATANTLY DONE TO MANKIND.

These reprobates must be hunted down, arrested, charged and prosecuted by the World Court for crimes against humanity. No

other solution is acceptable. They deserve no immunity, They deserve no mercy. If we do not have the courage to see this to it's

Dnal solution I can guarantee it will happen again with even worse consequences.
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Dnal solution I can guarantee it will happen again with even worse consequences.
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bluesky17
Joined On 9/29/2011 8:09:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I admit that I thought the death rates since January 2021 would make the global oligarchy pause and then require something safe and

call that an annual vaccine. But I completely underestimated them. It seems vast wealth fails to attract when absolute power is in

sight.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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Are they polishing a turd for public consumption here or is this a victory of sorts?  

www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/secret-ccp-overseas-police-station-in-ny..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Prefer to look at this as a victory. Maybe I remember similar occurring in several Chinese police stations set up in Canada.

Maybe my memory is not playing tricks. More and more Dincult as it is to tell truth from Inversions thereof.
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nan5159
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A newly formulated jab made of what? A different strain of a corona virus the likes of which they’ve always said they can’t come up

with a vaccine for, or faster newer directions for making spike proteins? I’ve never understood just what “they” mean by this.

Reformulated with what? Just more bullshit.,,,
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brodiebrock12
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One has to realize that at this point in time IF there are those still trusting this perpetual CON and line up for these injections there

simply is NO hope for them and they get what they ask for. There is simply no excuse at this point after all which is obvious to not

KNOW what is happening and has been allowed to happen lonnng before 2020. Just far more overtly OBVIOUS since the great Fauci

funded gain of function (directed evolution) wuh \u lab release in CHINA. GOD gave everyone a gift with critical thought.

Unfortunately, many simply choose NOT to use IT
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Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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They are like cockroaches! You just can't get rid of these three letter dope pushers.  As Steppenwolf sang - "GD the pusher man!"  And

they want to hook and destroy the children - for that they WILL burn in Hell!
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My non bio weapon vaxx status protects my grandchildren from spike proteins that could be shed by those who took the bio weapon

vaxx. Fortunately, unfortunately only three of my eight grandchildren remain unbio weapon vaxx’d. Our family still remains divided on

the topic.
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Joined On 11/4/2022 8:07:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My friend is due with her Drst child in May and last weekend just got another booster because they told her she needed it for her and

the baby :( She has gotten all the jabs and I don't even know now how many boosters. I just wonder how this is impacting her

pregnancy and the future health of the baby?
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I would speculate in a negative way. Time will tell.
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I dug up the New York Times hit piece on Dr. Mercola. It claimed that Dr. Mercola was proDting on the pandemic by selling

supplements--no mention that he's been selling those supplements for decades and he doesn't recommend his products per se but the

vitamins and nutrients within them, which countless companies sell. What's astounding is that there is no mention anywhere that the

drug companies are cashing in beyond their wildest dreams. No, their outrageously priced, patented vaccines are saving humanity.

The New York Times hit piece was so ridiculous that I can't even imagine they agreed to publish it.

The subtitle says "Researchers and regulators" have determined that Dr. Mercola is proDting from the pandemic. However, when you

read the article, the journalist quotes only ONE research and ONE weirdo who are authorities not in medicine, nutrition, infectious

diseases, or public health policy. No, these two people study online conspiracy theories. By what stretch of the imagination are people

like that qualiDed to judge a doctor's medical advice? The weirdo is the director of that organization to counter "digital hate and

misinformation." Again, by what stretch of the imagination are recommendations to increase one's intake of vitamins C and D

examples of "hate" speech?

And you only have to look at PubMed to Dnd multiple articles on the positive effects of vitamins C and D on the immune system, so

calling those facts "misinformation" is itself an example of misinformation. In my long life, though, I've noticed that somehow ordinary

people can cut through the nonsense and discover the truth, and there will always be people like Dr. Mercola who lead the way to it.
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And the date of that hit piece was when? They had to set the stage for Billions of dollars of ineffective medical shots of

questionable origins, dating back to 1998, scientism is closer to reality than actual science; the US military got seriously duped,

again, after already killing and maiming their troops with a seriously \awed Anthrax vaccn used for (17) years!! Someone(s) big

and powerful is behind all this crap, Bilderberg Group alone does not come close to answering these issues...
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JGW1950, 1000%!
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Maybe that Chicom surveillance balloon is loaded with viral/bacterial bioweapons. Very tempting to shoot it down but it could be

Trojan Horse of death.
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"U.S. military leaders considered shooting down the balloon over Montana on Wednesday but eventually advised Biden against

it because of the safety risk from debris, the oncial told reporters." Gimme a break, one well placed bullet would allow the

balloon to descend slowly and safely. www.reuters.com/world/suspected-chinese-spy-balloon-\ying-over-united..  Especially

subtitle: "Potential Safety Risk"
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Grulla I heard the ballon is for peaceful purposes..Like tracking the weather and some civilian footprint and such lol.. your boy

Blinkey postpones his trip to China to take some free rides..Back to eating me carrots and high oxalate Spinach, Olive Oil where

the heck ah yarrrr..Toot toot lol
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Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM
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Karen Shaw Becker former Mercola Pets now Barks & Whiskers After reading it for years, it's looking bad for dr karen becker's petsite.

Sorry to mention this here but: You cannot login anymore as previously with the mercola password. Worse is of course that you now

can only login through a selection of 4 Big data harvesting 'services' all owned by google openly or covertly: google, facebook, twitter

and then disqus. If you still trust disqus do a browser search on them (obviously avoid bigdata search engines). They sold out in 2017

and are a globalist data gathering platform like all the others and exposure of their corruption doesn't lack.

Besides that, karen's B&W looks like its going down the drain with bigpharma advice on top of article, fortunately followed by true

health advice (healthy living) at the bottom. But for how long? It also makes no sense to seperate/distance her site from mercola, as

mercola is a merit badge on its own! On the bottom of her articles (also on disqus), you can click on an emoticon to show your

appreciation. Sorry but this is total nonsense. An emotion is a \ing of the moment, unreliable contrary to logic analysis and

argumentation, made for the braindead and clicking machines (fake evaluations) as it's way easier to program an AI to click than to

make a useful comment with senseful argumentation.

Discussion is the scientiDc and democratic way. Truth cannot be hidden as there are easy ways to distinguish a true comment from a

troll or AI. I really hope she is ok and that her site reverts. Same for any other site, I won't subscribe to bigdata. Information should be

truthful, not popular. Going popular transforms any website in corporate crap. Please Karen, stay true, we'd much appreciate it.
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Thanks Airsurfer for this insightful heads-up. I am speculating here, but maybe this is precisely why Dr. M cut loose. Or maybe

her association with Mercola was not good for her bank balance. Either way, Mercola is well shot of her. Yeuch! fancy selling out

the way she appears to have done. But that's par for the course in our profession I'm afraid. I love and support Mercola because

he stays true to his values whatever the cost. Long live Mercola.com
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Airsurfer, agreed. I have found Becker to be a \aming evolutionist strongly injecting her beliefs into many articles. Also, any

time I commented with any type of disagreement, my post was deleted. It never hurt my feelings as there were rarely over 10

comments.
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I noticed it too. I liked it much better the other way. I don’t understand why she changed it. The ads on the bottom of her page

are from Dr Mercola so I think in some way they’re still connected. It shows the products that you have previously looked at.
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"Worse is of course that you now can only login through a selection of 4 Big data harvesting 'services' all owned by google

openly or covertly: google, facebook, twitter and then disqus." What about this "Substack" concept, and not just limited to

Mercola.com, but all the others too, what's your take on all that??? IMHO, the jury is still out???
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Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Google is slowly and methodically (incrementally) taking over the entire internet.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I have watched Dr. grow her business. I use some of the products but liked that it said Dr. Mercola on it. I have her book which

has some good info. I was not happy to see the change of name so now Dr. Mercola whom I trust is not involved, not sure of his

realtionsip with her and her products. On FB she has a group that you have to pay $9.99 a month to belong to to get podcasts or

whatever on a particular subject. I feel that petcare has become just a money making endeavor. Other caring vets, nutritionists

etc don't charge for their knowledge and just hope you will purchase their services and/or their products. I have spent a lot of

money on her products. . Now I am paying attention to ingredient changes probably to come. I just feel that if you really care

about animals you don't withhold information from your customers for an additional fee.
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I just watched (part) of the video. It was loud and obnoxious! The lying and deceiving media is bad enough and those clips would have

easily gotten the message across. All of that extraneous garbage, for no reason other than emphasis, is totally unnecessary and

disgusting!
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Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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..............."We're so far outside the limits of emergency at this point, the fact that emergency powers have not been rescinded is a sure

sign they have no intention of ever lifting them — unless they're prepared to roll out another "emergency" shortly thereafter, such as

another pandemic."............EXACTLY!! Remember Fauci warning us in 2021 there was going to be a major RSV outbreak?? Most of us,

including myself, and Dr. Mercola pointed out that RSV is a childhood illness that you get 1 time before age 6 and you are immune for

the rest of your life.

What Fauci meant to say (what he was thinking) is the Covid-19 Gene Therapy Jabs would compromise everyone's immune system

and they would get reinfected with those childhood disease like RSV and Chickenpox. As he was saying that, they were working on

mRNA Jabs for RSV, FLU, and other viruses. But, for some reason the RSV pandemic never happened. My guess is the vaccine that

was supposed to be ready by Sept/Oct 2022 was a complete failure just like the Omicron booster that was supposed to be ready by

Feb/Mar of 2022. Remember that? Fauci said around the same time he was talking about the upcoming RSV pandemic that they would

have an Omicron speciDc booster shot ready before the end of Mar 2022.

It didn't become available until around Aug/Sep 2022. WHY??? I wouldn't have gotten any of them in the Drst place, but how is possible

that they got a jab ready in about 6 months for variants Alpha & Beta, but it took them more than a year to make one for Omicron?
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Where are the animal studies? Did they have it ready in March and the testing showed major side effects (DEATH)? So many questions

and very few answers and they wonder why less than 5% got the Omicron booster.
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IMHO bigpHARMa knows they ran out of antibioitic sales based on bug resistance, hence the push for vaccine mania. The question is,

when will it become apparent to people that tweaking the immune system will have just as devastating a result, if not possibly and

very likely, even worse? And what about the interaction between tweaked immunity (Read, autoimmune attack, cancer) with the

antibiotic bug resistance? There should be panel discussions about this everywhere. And any bigpHARMa agents who deny the

distinct likelihood of a serious problem with the interaction between the two, as created by bigpHARMa, are going to take yet one more

inevitable fall.

It's called, their credibility. Gone, pouf! It's not even smart of bigpHARMa to lie. Their just reward is already coming, fewer and fewer

customers and more posts about the harm from jabs on public forums. It' s about time! Anti-vax? Proud of it. I don't trust anything that

tweaks the immune system. How about you? But I guess it's illegal and criminal to ask such questions, and in the name of the "General

good" We simply must not ask....bigpHARMA is proud of their work. The higher they rise, the harder they will fall, guaranteed. Watch

and see!
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Guillermou, per your statement "The crimes will continue" I don't think anybody on this forum, and many others, needed to see Jordan

Trishtan Walker's statements about developing the new vaxs ongoing, based on deliberately crafted and moulded new viral strains. We

all knew this was coming but his Dlmed statements and his giggly, rolling eyeballs and airy-headed mirth, re\ecting pure criminal

callousedness in absence of any conscience or remorse, are only conDrmation that we can spread around widely. Given teh comments

from the average citizen now seen on Newsweek, Twitter, Reddit, and everywhere, I hope there are new bumperstickers to wake people

up.

bigpHARMa, your jab or your job. bigpHARMa, no jab left behind. bigpHARMa, ransack, proDteer, destroy, lie. bighpHARMa, no body

left behind. Oh and last but not least, bigpHARMa, no child left behind. Oh my god, so funny I forgot to laugh! A child's detox system is

less developed than an adult's. There must be a way to educate about this pure fact with short-phrased bumperstickers. People really

do need to know. It could be done without even mentioning the vax. Just get people thinking. God bless.
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